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 Remarks

 and

 Replies

 Functional Structure, Quantifiers, and Meaning Postulates*

 Jerry A. Fodor, Janet Dean Fodor

 Bresnan (1978) considers the familiar fact that John ate entails John ate something
 (though John slept does not entail *John slept something), and asks: "How are the
 logical argument structures of verbs related to their syntactic contexts?" She rejects

 the answer that John ate contains a syntactically intransitive verb eat whose object has
 been deleted. Her proposal is that John ate is syntactically intransitive, just as it appears
 to be; eat is transitive only at the level of functional structure. The relation between the

 intransitive syntactic structure and the transitive functional structure is specified by the
 lexical mapping rule (1).

 (1) eat: V,[ NP], NP, EAT NP2
 [ ], (~3y) NP, EAT y

 As it stands, however, this lexical rule makes no clear prediction about the entail-

 ments of the sentence Everyone ate, in which NP1 contains a quantifier. The corre-
 sponding transitive sentence Everyone ate something is ambiguous. As might be ex-
 pected, its two quantifiers can be ordered in two different ways in its semantic
 representation, so that it is equivalent either to Everyone is such that there is something
 that he ate, or to the stronger There is something such that everyone ate it. We might
 guess from (1) that Everyone ate should show a similar ambiguity, i.e. that when the
 NP1 contains a universal quantifier which binds a variable, this quantifier can be posi-
 tioned either before or after the existential quantifier introduced by the lexical mapping
 rule. But this would be incorrect. Everyone ate has only the weaker reading, the reading

 * We wish to thank Robert Kirk and Scott Soames for their very useful criticism of an earlier draft.
 Several of their suggestions have been incorporated in this version.
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 760 REMARKS AND REPLIES

 that would be represented with the universal quantifier to the left of the existential

 quantifier. I

 There are many verbs in English that pattern like eat. For example, read and sing

 can also appear with or without an overt direct object. When they appear without an

 overt object they entail the corresponding sentence with something as object; and when

 there is another quantifier in the entailed sentence, that quantifier takes wide scope over

 something. Thus, John was reading entails John was reading something; and Everyone

 was reading entails Everyone was such that there was something that he was reading,

 but does not entail the stronger There was something such that everyone was reading

 it.

 This observation can be generalized in two important respects: it applies to argu-

 ment positions other than direct objects; and it applies to scoped elements other than

 quantifiers. We will consider these cases in turn.

 The restriction on quantifier scope in the entailed sentence holds not only if the

 covert semantic argument corresponds to the direct object position in the syntax, but

 apparently for all cases of suppressed arguments. Thus, John was kissed entails John

 was kissed by someone, and Everyone was kissed has only the weak entailment Everyone

 was such that there was someone who kissed him; in particular, it does not entail There

 was someone such that he kissed everyone. 2 Analogously, John is married entails John

 is married to someone, and Every man in the room is married has only the weak

 entailment Every man in the room is such that there is someone to whom he is married-

 there is certainly no implication that all the men are married to the same person.

 If one considers other kinds of scoped elements, one notices that, like the universal

 quantifier, they too fail to interact with the existential quantifier introduced by Bresnan's

 lexical rule. Thus, Bill believes that John ate something has both a specific and a

 nonspecific reading for something; this fact is usually captured as an ambiguity of the

 scope of the existential quantifier with respect to the higher clause. However, Bill

 believes that John ate is unambiguous and is equivalent to the nonspecific reading of

 the sentence with the overt quantified object. Similarly, John sang something frequently

 is ambiguous with respect to the relative scopes of the quantifier and the adverb, but

 in John sang frequently the adverb takes wide scope over the implicit quantifier. Of

 1 Everyone ate is, of course, compatible with there having been something such that everyone ate it;
 indeed, it is entailed thereby. Some doubts have recently been raised about the status of ambiguity claims
 where one of the putative readings entails the other (see, for example, Kempson and Cormack (ms.)). Without
 denying that there is a potential problem here, we will rely in what follows on native speaker intuitions of
 ambiguity and univocality; for all the cases we discuss, these intuitions are quite robust.

 2 We have used the verb kiss here because it is very unlikely to be construed collectively. By contrast,
 Everyone was applauded has a collective reading on which it is taken to describe a single act of applauding
 directed simultaneously towards everyone. In this case, the individuals over which everyone ranges are
 regarded as constituting a single unit for purposes of receiving the applause. Hence, the collective reading of
 Everyone was applauded is just like John was applauded in respect of its entailments; it does entail There
 was someone (there were some people) such that he (they) applauded everyone. It should be clear, however,
 that this is not a counterexample to the general principle that we have proposed.
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 course, this way of describing the data presupposes that Bresnan is right about there

 being an implicit existential quantifier in the functional structure of sentences like John

 ate. An alternative description is that, with respect to other scoped elements, the

 putative implicit quantifier always behaves as though it were not there. We will return
 to this.

 These generalizations are sufficiently impressive that one might be tempted to

 propose a universal property of human language: Whenever a sentence A entails another

 sentence B which is identical to A except that it contains an extra argument position

 occupied by an existentially bound variable, the existential quantifier binding this var-
 iable will have narrow scope relative to other scoped elements in B.

 Descriptive adequacy thus requires that Bresnan's treatment should somehow en-

 sure that the existential quantifier introduced by lexical mapping rule (I) has narrow

 scope relative to quantifiers and other scoped elements that appear overtly in a sentence.

 This could, of course, just be stipulated. For example, the order of the quantifier and

 NP1 in rule (1) might simply be reversed-though this would seem to presuppose a
 nonstandard logic in which quantifiers can be prefixed to verb phrases as well as to

 clauses. Alternatively, whatever general interpretation rule translates quantified noun
 phrases into prefixed quantifiers binding variables might carry the stipulation that it can

 only prefix quantifiers to the left of any quantifier introduced by a lexical mapping rule.
 The difficulty is that it would be just as easy, instead, to stipulate that the lexically

 introduced quantifier takes the widest possible scope. And it would be easier still to

 make no stipulation at all, and hence to allow-incorrectly-that Everyone ate is scope

 ambiguous. This suggests that Bresnan's account of the way in which the entailments

 of quantified sentences are affected by the lexical structure of verbs is missing something

 important. Ideally, a treatment of these entailments should predict, without the need

 for any ad hoc stipulations, that the intransitive constructions are quantificationally
 unambiguous in just the way that they are.

 We believe that this ideal can be approached if the entailments of verbs are handled

 not by lexical rules which associate quantificational structure with syntactic form, but
 rather by rules of logical inference. Since the necessary inference rules must obviously

 be lexically governed (in order to distinguish intransitive eat from sleep), they will be

 what are called meaning postulates.3 Meaning postulates apply to semantically inter-

 preted sentences. Therefore, the meaning postulate that specifies that intransitive eat

 entails the existence of something that was eaten will apply after the lexical mapping
 rule that associates a functional structure with the syntactic form of a sentence. And

 3 For ease of comparison with Bresnan's lexical rules, we will refer to meaning postulates as rules of
 inference. However, meaning postulates are traditionally construed as axioms, which constrain the model
 theoretic interpretation of a logic. When we present specific meaning postulates, it will be in this latter form.
 We would stress that we are taking no stand on the issue of principle between model theoretic and proof
 theoretic treatments; for our purposes, the two can be regarded as interconvertible.
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 this means that intransitive eat will be represented as intransitive at the level of func-

 tional structure as well as at the syntactic level. Bresnan rids syntactic structures of

 unrealized object noun phrases. Our proposal goes one step further: it rids functional
 structures of unrealized argument positions.

 In place of (1), we will therefore have the lexical mapping rule (2).

 (2) eat: V, [ NP], NP1 EAT NP2
 [ , NP1EAT

 This contains two distinct predicates EAT, one with one functional argument position,

 the other with two. It is the task of the meaning postulates to specify how these two
 predicates are semantically related.

 Before going any further, we should consider one possible defense of Bresnan's

 analysis: that, unlike ours, it provides a motivated answer to the question "How many
 argument places does a verb like eat have?" It is true that Bresnan has an answer to

 this question; she postulates just a two-place eat and gets the effect of the one-place
 predicate by plugging one of the two argument positions with a quantified variable. The

 meaning postulate treatment also has an answer to this question; it says that there are

 several verbs eat, differing from each other in polyadicity. However, neither of these
 proposals, per se, succeeds in providing a general solution to the problem of "variable

 polyadicity"; to solve the problem would be to motivate an assignment of polyadicity
 to predicates in the general case.

 If John ate, then there is a time, a place, and a manner in which John ate. Bresnan's
 approach could be extended to these entailments by postulating that eat has in fact not

 two but five argument positions at the level of functional representation, four of these
 five places being plugged with existentially quantified variables in John ate. So far, so

 good. But something must also be done about optional argument positions. We can say
 John ate with his friends, and John ate his dinner for Grandma. But it will not do to
 revise the number of argument positions for eat from five to seven to accommodate

 these accompaniment and benefactive phrases, for these are semantically as well as

 syntactically optional. John ate does not entail that there was someone with whom John

 ate, or for whom he ate; therefore, these two extra argument positions must not be
 occupied by quantified variables when they are not overtly realized in the syntactic

 structure of a sentence. Thus, the assumption that there is a single predicate eat with

 a fixed number of argument places runs up against the problem that five argument places

 is too few for some sentences, but seven argument places is too many for others.
 It may be that Bresnan's intention is to fix the polyadicity of a predicate as equal

 to the number of its semantically mandatory argument positions, and plug just these
 mandatory positions when they are not explicitly realized. But there would then have

 to be some other mechanism for dealing with the optional positions. Even supposing

 that this could be given, there is no independent motivation for the assumption that it
 is the distinction between mandatory and optional arguments that should be taken as
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 criterial for determining the polyadicity of a predicate.4 Notice that there are alternative

 treatments which do not identify the polyadicity of a predicate with the number of

 semantically mandatory argument positions. For example, Davidson (1967) posits just

 the predicate nominal IS AN EATING, with one argument position. The content of

 further arguments is then expressed, as required, in conjoined clauses of the semantic

 structure. Thus, John kissed Mary in New York would have some such semantic

 representation as (3x)(x IS A KISSING & x IS BY JOHN & x IS OF MARY & x IS IN

 NEW YORK), the bound variable being interpreted as ranging over events.

 Davidson thus differs from Bresnan in taking all event predicates to be singulary.

 Yet Davidson's approach, if suitably extended, can accommodate all the data that

 Bresnan's can. Entailments such as John ate something -> John ate and John kissed

 Mary in New York -- John kissed Mary are handled by simplification of conjunction at
 the semantic level. Some other mechanism must be introduced to deal with entail-

 ments such as John ate -> John ate something and John kissed Mary -* John kissed
 Mary somewhere (cf. J. A. Fodor (1972)). Remember that such entailments are char-

 acteristically lexically governed; whether or not a given verb supports them is not

 determined by the mere fact that it expresses an event. Thus, Davidson could presum-

 ably avoid the use of meaning postulates here only by appeal to lexically governed rules

 for assigning logical forms to sentences; some lexical principle would determine, for

 example, that John ate is to be assigned the analysis There was an eating and it was by

 John and it was of something and it was somewhere.... Once again, the issue is not

 whether this is technically feasible, but whether there is any independent motivation for

 the assumption on which it rests-that rules for assignment of logical form are to be

 used in preference to meaning postulates as the mechanism for capturing such entail-

 ments.

 At this point in the. discussion we have three different treatments of variable
 polyadicity. Each has a principle for assigning polyadicity to predicates, each assigns

 a different polyadicity to the same predicates, each can capture the facts about entail-

 ment relations between sentences that differ in the surface polyadicity of their predi-

 cates, but none has adequate motivation for the principle of assignment that it endorses.

 In particular, there appear to be no grounds for thinking that the alternatives to the

 meaning postulate approach offer a clearly superior solution to the fundamental problem

 I What we have been calling semantically optional arguments to a predicate are in many cases realized
 syntactically as adverbial phrases. They might therefore be construed not as arguments of the main predicate,
 but as "higher" predicates which are applied to a core proposition in which the main predicate is associated
 with just its semantically mandatory arguments. It might even be proposed that this correlation between
 semantic optionality and the nature of the syntactic relation to the main predicate constitutes independent
 support for this approach. The problem with this idea is that the correlation is far from exact. There are verbs
 such as kick and swallow for which even the direct object (which is related as closely as possible to the verb
 in the syntax) is semantically optional; it may be true that John swallowed but false that he swallowed
 something. Bresnan's lexical rule cannot be extended to these examples, and neither (in any syntactically
 motivated way) can the "higher predicate" analysis; yet the entailment John swallowed something -- John
 swallowed must somehow be captured.
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 of variable polyadicity. We are about to show, however, that the use of meaning

 postulates has the advantage of yielding a solution to the problem of quantifier scope
 for predicates with syntactically unrealized (but entailed) arguments. If this is correct,

 then it does provide independent motivation for assigning polyadicity in the way we are

 advocating.

 We return, then, to the idea that there are several distinct predicates eat, eat', eat",

 and so on. Each of these predicates has a different (but fixed) number of functional

 argument positions. In fact, each of these predicates has exactly as many functional

 argument positions as it has surface syntactic argument positions. Meaning postulates

 capture the interrelations between sentences which contain these predicates, and thus

 determine (for example) that every case of eating something is a case of eating. Notice

 that this does not imply that it is a mere coincidence that the various verbs eat are

 semantically related. That will be no more a coincidence than the fact that heal and

 health or rage and enrage are semantically related. Various linguistic accidents can give

 rise to homophony; but there is-for whatever reason-a general tendency in human

 languages for phonologically related items to be related semantically as well.

 As a first attempt, we could formulate the meaning postulate that determines the

 connection between transitive and intransitive eat as in (3).

 (3) NP EAT-(3y) NP EAT y

 This meaning postulate expresses the equivalence between such pairs of sentences as

 John ate and John ate something. In fact, rules (2) and (3) taken together are exactly

 equivalent to Bresnan's (1). And, of course, they face just the same problem as Bres-

 nan's rule; they predict either the wrong reading, or both readings, for Everyone ate.

 Here, however, is where one of the differences between meaning postulates and lexical

 mapping rules comes into play.

 A lexical mapping rule takes a syntactic structure as input, and yields as output a

 functional structure which represents (at least some of) the semantic properties of that

 syntactic construction. A meaning postulate, by contrast, is like other rules of inference

 in that it takes as input a structure representing the semantic properties of a construction,
 and yields another semantic structure as output. (Equivalently, for our purposes: a

 meaning postulate, when viewed as an axiom, is a truth valuable formula and interacts

 with other such formulae in the course of logical derivations.) Thus, the mixed syntactic

 and semantic notation of Bresnan's rule cannot be carried over into specifications of

 meaning postulates; in particular, the syntactic symbol NP in (3) is an anomaly, and

 should be replaced by an expression in the vocabulary of semantic representation

 (logical form). The logical counterparts of NP come in two kinds: constants, and

 variables bound by quantifiers. As a second attempt, then, we could formulate the two

 meaning postulate schemata (4) and (5).

 (4) c EAT (3y) c EAT y [for c a constant]

 (5) (Qx) x EAT (Qx) (3y) x EAT y [for Q a quantifier]
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 However, quite apart from being uneconomical (do we really need separate meaning

 postulates for quantifiers and constants?), this still leaves us with the old problem. In

 (4) there is only one quantifier, and therefore no need to stipulate its scope. But (5)

 contains two quantifiers, and we still have no explanation of why they are ordered as
 they are. To put it another way, why is (5) the appropriate meaning postulate for eat
 rather than (6)?

 (6) (Qx) x EAT (3y) (Qx) x EAT y

 As it turns out, the answer is provided by the fact that the EAT on the lefthand side of

 these postulates is intransitive, together with a second distinctive property of meaning

 postulates as opposed to lexical mapping rules: meaning postulates are themselves rules

 of inference and hence must interact with other inference rules in ways that preserve
 validity.

 The fact that has to be explained is that Everyone ate means the same as the weaker

 reading of Everyone ate something. But there is another, related, intuition about

 Everyone ate, viz. that it is true just in case John ate and Mary ate and so on, where

 John, Mary, et al. are the individuals that the quantifier ranges over. Notice that in this
 respect intransitive eat is behaving exactly like a true intransitive such as sleep. Every-

 one slept is true just in case John slept and Mary slept and so on. For intransitives like

 sleep, it is clear why this is so. Everyone slept has the logical form (Vx) x slept, and by
 the general principles governing universal quantification, this must be equivalent to

 a slept & b slept . . . for all the individuals in the range of the quantifier. Thus, if we

 assimilate intransitive eat to true intransitives like sleep, we can account for the fact

 that Everyone ate is equivalent to the conjunction John ate and Mary ate and.... Just
 like Everyone slept, Everyone ate will have the logical form (Vx) Fx.

 By contrast, if we regard intransitive eat as a crypto-transitive, and assimilate it to

 true transitives such as make, this fact about eat is not accounted for. Everyone made

 something is ambiguous; its logical form is either (Vx) (3y) Rxy or (3y) (Vx) Rxy. And

 on only one of these interpretations is it equivalent to John made something and Mary
 made something and.... This is why, if Everyone ate is lexically specified as equivalent
 to Everyone ate something, it is necessary to stipulate which reading of Everyone ate

 something is to be assigned.

 Now, given that Everyone ate is simply the universally quantified counterpart of

 John ate and Mary ate and . . , we can go on to account for the fact that Everyone

 ate has only the weaker quantificational entailment. For John ate and Mary ate and . . .
 is, as everyone agrees, equivalent to (3y) John ate y & (3z) Mary ate z & ... (Note

 that this equivalence is just what the meaning postulate schema (4) captures.) And by
 the general logical inference rule Universal Generalization, (3y) John ate y & (3z) Mary

 ate z & . . . is equivalent to (Vx) (3y) x ate y. It follows, by the transitivity of equivalence,
 that Everyone ate is equivalent to (Vx) (3y) x ate y. In other words, it follows that the
 meaning postulate schema (5) is valid for eat, but (6) is not.
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 We want to emphasize that this argument that establishes the weaker entailment

 for Everyone ate relies on general principles of logic, and that the only additional

 assumptions we have had to make are (a) that, as all sides agree, John ate is equivalent

 to John ate something (which contains only one quantifier and hence is not quantifi-

 cationally ambiguous), and (b) that the verb of NP ate is semantically as well as

 syntactically intransitive. That this is so will perhaps be clearer if we present the

 argument more formally.

 (7) (I) Everyone ate (Vx) x EAT Assumption

 (II) (Vx) x EAT -a EAT & b EAT Universal Instantiation and

 &... Generalization

 (III) a EAT & b EAT &. . (3y) a Meaning Postulate (4)

 EAT y & (3z) b EAT z &...

 (IV) (3y) a EAT y & (3z) b EAT z ... . Universal Instantiation and

 (Vx) (3 y) x EAT y Generalization

 (V) Everyone ate (Vx) (3 y) x EAT y Transitivity of Equivalence

 The essence of this argument is that the meaning postulates for eat must be consistent

 with each other and with other valid inference rules. Its form can be displayed graphi-

 cally as shown in (8).

 (8) (Vx) x EAT = (Vx) (3y) x EAT y

 III III
 a EAT& b EAT&... = (3y) a EAT y & (3z) b EAT z &...

 The vertical equivalences are established by general principles of logic, and the hori-

 zontal equivalences by meaning postulates which determine the relation between tran-

 sitive and intransitive eat. Consistency demands that the formula at the top right must

 be (Vx) (3y) xEAT y rather than (3y) (Vx) xEAT y, hence that the meaning postulate

 relating the two formulae on the top line must be (5) rather than (6). Thus, given the

 assumption that the syntactic structure of NP ate accurately reflects its semantic struc-

 ture, the fact that Everyone ate has only the weaker quantificational entailment is

 explained.

 Because of the way that the two meaning postulate schemata (4) and (5) are logically

 interrelated, we can dispense with one of them, thus vindicating the intuition that we
 should not require distinct postulates for sentences with quantifiers and sentences with

 constants, and also dispelling the illusion that the present system is less economical

 than the one that Bresnan proposed. In particular, we can dispense with postulate (5),

 since the quantifier scope relation that it stipulates follows automatically from (4)

 together with general principles of logic. Indeed, we could replace the universal de-

 scriptive generalization that we stated above (covert quantifiers always have short

 scope) with the principle that the meaning postulates that speaker/hearers formulate

 when they learn their language are always specified in terms of constants rather than
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 quantifiers. It is worth noting that this general restriction on the form of meaning

 postulates guarantees that the language learner could ensure, without recourse to ex-

 tensive checking, that the postulates he accepts as he acquires the language are consis-

 tent (at least in the respects we have been discussing) with each other and with more

 general logical inference rules governing quantification.

 In fact, as both Scott Soames and Robert Kirk have pointed out to us, the point of

 this argument can be preserved by an alternative-and in some respects preferable-

 formulation of the restriction. The reason that the restriction works when formulated in

 terms of constants is just that constants are unscoped elements; we could thus get the

 force of the generalization by requiring that meaning postulates are formulated for

 unscoped elements only. We could then allow meaning postulates to be specified for

 free variables, so that (4) would be replaced by (9), from which (Vx)(x EAT)

 (Vx) (3 y) (x EA T y) is derivable.

 (9) xEAT-(3y) xEAT y

 The respect in which this treatment is preferable is that it dispenses with the need for

 axiom schemata in specifying the meaning postulates and, to that extent, avoids prob-

 lems of finite axiomatizability.

 To summarize our argument: the (intuitively plausible) assumption that syntactically

 intransitive eat is functionally intransitive can be preserved if and only if the entailments

 of intransitive eat are specified by meaning postulates rather than lexical mapping rules;

 the fact that intransitive eat with a quantified subject has only the weak quantificational

 entailment follows from the fact that it is functionally intransitive together with the fact

 that meaning postulates and other logical inference rules must be mutually consistent;

 the meaning postulate approach thus explains the weaker entailment and so does not

 have to stipulate it.

 This argument could, of course, be undermined by a demonstration that the scope

 of quantifiers in the entailments of verbs must be stipulated. The obvious way to

 demonstrate this would be to show that-contrary to what we have claimed-verbs

 differ in respect of the scope of their entailed quantifiers. Are there, then, any verbs

 which resemble intransitive eat in that they entail the existence of a covert object, but

 which differ from eat in that the quantifier binding this object position takes wide scope

 over quantifiers that are overtly present in the sentence? At first sight there look to be

 such verbs. But we will show that these apparent counterexamples differ from eat in

 another way as well, and that quantifier scope is not the proper basis for their classifi-

 cation.

 The sentence Everyone noticed something is scope ambiguous in the usual way.

 The intransitive Everyone noticed is not ambiguous, but nor does it have just the weak

 entailment that everyone was such that there was something that he noticed. On the

 contrary, it entails (or, at very least, strongly favors a reading on which it entails) that
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 there was something such that everyone noticed it. Similar facts obtain for other verbs,

 including watch, join in, and approve. For these examples, it would appear that a

 meaning postulate of the form (6) is needed after all. And then it might be argued that

 the fact that postulate (5) for the eat-class follows automatically from (4) is simply an
 irrelevant accident and has no bearing on the logical form of sentences in which these

 verbs appear. Because some verbs have the stronger entailment, the putative explana-

 tion we have given for the weaker entailment of the other verbs must be spurious;
 hence, the entailments of both types of verbs must be stipulated, and the meaning

 postulate approach has no advantage over the account in terms of lexical mapping rules.

 This counterargument fails, however, because the notice-class verbs also differ

 from the eat-class in being necessarily anaphoric. The sentence John ate (or, at least,

 John is eating) can be used to initiate a discourse, but the sentence John noticed cannot;
 it needs some suitable prior context, such as Bill was nervously biting his nails or The

 audience was quietly creeping out the emergency exit. A natural way to describe this

 would be to say that John noticed entails not John noticed something but John noticed

 it; that is, that the entailed object of a notice-class verb is definite. The appropriate

 meaning postulate for notice will therefore be (10), with an iota operator instead of an

 existential quantifier.

 (10) c NOTICE (Ly) c NOTICE y

 And this meaning postulate, which accounts for the special discourse requirement on

 intransitive notice, also accounts for the strong quantificational entailment of Everyone

 noticed. Unlike the (indefinite) existential quantifier, the (definite) iota operator does
 not enter into scope ambiguities with other quantifiers; it always takes wide scope over

 a universal quantifier with which it cooccurs. Hence, general principles interacting with
 meaning postulate (10) (which is defined, as usual, only for constant subjects) will

 predict the strong entailment for quantified subjects. To put it in our earlier terms,

 Everyone noticed is the universally generalized counterpart of John noticed & Bill

 noticed & Mary noticed.... However, that conjunction is itself equivalent (by (10)) to
 John noticed it & Bill noticed it & Mary noticed it. . , and discourse requirements on

 definites demand that what was noticed was the same for John, Bill, and Mary. Hence,

 there must have been something such that everyone noticed it; hence, Everyone noticed
 is read as (Qy) (Vx), not the other way around.5

 5 Stenning (1978) presents some interesting examples in which the prior discourse is rich enough to
 establish multiple referents for a singular definite. Consider, for example, the discourse In each room there
 was a cat and a goldfish. The goldfish dived. The cat caught it. Here the definite phrases the goldfish, the
 cat, and it are naturally interpreted as having different referents in each of the rooms. In this case, there is
 no implication, for example, that each cat caught the same goldfish. It is worth pointing out, therefore, that
 intransitive notice behaves in exactly the same way. In normal contexts it carries the implication that the
 same thing was noticed by everyone. But in the richer discourse context In each room there was a cat and
 a goldfish. The goldfish dived. The cat noticed, there is no implication that each cat noticed the same goldfish
 dive.
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 Any description of English must stipulate some kind of distinction between eat and

 notice, since their entailments are not the same. What we have argued is that this

 distinction is to be captured in terms of the contrast between an indefinite and a definite

 quantifier. There is also an observable difference of quantifier scope, but this does not

 have to be stipulated since it follows from the identity of the quantifiers involved.6 If

 this is correct, the meaning postulate approach is still superior to the lexical mapping

 rule approach, since the latter must stipulate not only the definite/indefinite contrast

 between notice and eat, but also the scope of the indefinite for intransitive occurrences

 of the latter.

 There are two general morals that we would like to draw from all this. One is that

 the recent practice in linguistics of separating quantificational semantics from lexical

 semantics is exactly right. Quantificational structure must apparently be assigned after

 functional structure. Lexical mapping rules may be perfectly suitable for relating the

 syntactic argument structures of verbs to their semantic argument structures; we take

 no stand on this. But quantificational structure is inextricably entwined with logical

 inference and is hence most naturally viewed as a property of truth-valuable objects:

 sentences, not lexical entries.

 The second moral is that it is not only possible but also proper to resist the

 temptation to posit properties of logical form for which surface structure provides no

 overt evidence. The indications are piling up that logical syntax is quite a shallow level

 of linguistic representation. Roughly, and as a rule of thumb, most sentences manage

 to say what they mean.
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 Davidson, D. (1967) "The Logical Form of Action Sentences," in N. Rescher, ed., The Logic of
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 Fodor, J. A. (1972) "Troubles about Action," in D. Davidson and G. Harman, eds., Semantics
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 6 There is a third class of intransitive verbs which entail the existence of a covert object. This includes
 shave, dress, wash, etc., and its characteristic property is that the entailed object must be identical with the
 subject. John shaved is not equivalent to John shaved something (someone), nor to John shaved it (him), but
 to John shaved himself.

 It is also worth noting that Every man shaved is the universally quantified counterpart of John shaved
 and Bill shaved and . . ., as would be predicted on the assumption that it is functionally (as well as syntac-
 tically) intransitive. It follows, correctly, that Every man shaved ought to be equivalent to Every man shaved
 himself and not to the stronger Every man shaved every man. It is unclear how a lexical mapping rule, having
 once assigned intransitive shave the transitive functional structure NP1 SHAVE NP1, could avoid predicting
 this latter equivalence.
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 In arguing against the view that auxiliary verbs should be treated as main verbs (Ross

 (1967), Pullum and Wilson (1977)), Akmajian, Steele, and Wasow (1979; henceforth,

 AS&W) present cross-linguistic evidence which suggests that the category "Aux" is a

 universally available (and perhaps necessary) syntactic category. As a part of their

 argument, AS&W construct an analysis of English which employs this category and

 which solves a number of problems created by previous main verb and non-main verb

 analyses of the English auxiliary system. However, in seeking support for their proposals

 for English, AS&W present an analysis of imperatives and the complements of verbs

 of perception, temporal aspect, causation, and command which requires extensions in

 the theory of X phrase structure (PS) rules (as formulated, for instance, in Jackendoff

 (1977) or Lapointe (1977)) which considerably weaken the claims of that theory. It is

 the purpose of this article to explore these consequences of AS&W's extensions of the

 X theory and to present a semantic analysis of the imperative and verb complement

 facts. The proposed analysis relies on an elaboration of the tense interpretations of

 these constructions and on a tentative proposal for progressive complements which

 accounts for the data in a natural and straightforward way and which will allow us to

 retain the X theory in its unextended form.
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